
New Technology

The First Ever EPA Approved 
Bio-Repellent for Birds

Profitable Bird Programs
for the 
Pest Management Professional

The PIGNX product is a great product.  I 
had the pleasure of working with Cliff Love 
at a Blockbuster store in Austin, TX.  After 
our application the birds have not even 
thought about landing on the area that was 
treated with PIGNX.  A funny thing happened 
there is Wing Stop Restaurant next to this 
Blockbuster and now the birds make their 
home at the Wing Stop.
 
Dan Oliver, Spider Man Pest Control
Operations Manager, San Antonio, TX 

B & Y Pest Control would like to thank 
you for engineering a great product.  Our 
company has used your product on a limited 
basis and has really been happy with the 
results. Some of the major advantages to 
PiGNX are its simplicity to work with.  Other 
products are very sticky; PiGNX is less sticky 
and collects lest dirt and pigeon droppings, 
which makes for a big advantage when 
placing on a window seal/ledge of a costly 
apartment/townhouse.  We are very familiar 
and have used other products over the years 
I.E. Hot Foot and Bird Away, and find that 
for the above mentioned reasons as well as 
multitude of reasons mentioned in PiGNX’s 
literature, B & Y will use PiGNX in the future.
As far as Pignx’s efficiency we are extremely 
satisfied and will push for its use at every 
pigeon job we bid out in the Albuquerque 
area!  

Jesse A. Stanich, B and Y Pest Control                                                                                                       
Albuquerque, NM
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TURALLY EFFECTIVE

EPA Registration Number 84418–1

EPA Establishment Number: 085002-CA-001



Why PiGNX?
economic                                                                           
PiGNX® will allow you to develop guaranteed bird 
programs for your clients that add both profits and 
ongoing revenue. 

PiGNX® makes sense for these economic times 
when large-scale jobs are not as readily available.

PiGNX® provides the PMP with a major competitive 
advantage over high-priced bird options.

PiGNX® is  profitable- can be purchased for around  
$1.00/linear foot.

environmental
PiGNX® is safe for both the target pest, applicator 
and for the environment.

PiGNX® is made from Food-Grade Ingredients. 

PiGNX® is EPA and NSF approved and can even 
be used inside food manufacturing facilities.

PiGNX® is welcomed by the environmentally  conscious.

effective
When properly applied, PiGNX® works every time 
on every bird species.

PiGNX® is the most effective bird control product 
ever.

PiGNX® will not melt, freeze or drip.

easy
PiGNX® can get the PMP who does not do bird 
work into the residential or commercial bird control 
business.

PiGNX® requires very little training.

PiGNX® is easy to apply and can be cleaned up with 
soap and water.

What makes PiGNX® so unique?
• Contains a natural active ingredient birds cannot tolerate    
   carried in a thickened food grade mineral oil

• NSF approved for use INSIDE grocery stores and food 
  processing plants

• Will not harden, melt, drip or freeze

• Will not harm birds, animals or humans

• EPA registered in all 50 states

Use PiGNX® to Repel Birds 
PiGNX® is guaranteed to work or your money back in 
the first 60 days. It is the first pigeon bio-pesticide that 
does NOT contain 'polybutene" a known pollutant; 
therefore PiGNX® is eco-friendly, harmless to birds, 
mammals and humans. Historically, methods of 
pigeon control have been largely unsuccessful until 
now. PiGNX® is approved by the Federal EPA.

Compared to hardware and electronic deterrents 
such as spike, nets and sound/noise devices, PiGNX® 
is far more economical to use per linear foot of 
application. The highly controversial use of bird feed 
laced with poisons are not only expensive but do 
not receive support from environmental groups or 
public safety organizations as there is high risk of 
food supply contamination and public safety.

PiGNX® can be used on: 

warehouses

train stations

residential homes 

apartment complexes 

gas stations

solar panels

restaurants

hotels 

shopping centers 

office buildings

 industrial buildings 

pignx.com EpA & nSF ApprovEd


